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For those of you who would insist
on treating us as psychic gurus,
waiting for us to prove ourselves
right or wrong, I have a suggestion. IF you have made yourselves
available of the Journals and
studied them--you will ALL know
EXACTLY that which is taking
place in the Middle East.
We
bring the information forth for
your use--not just to read as a
novel and put to the side--they
contain instructions and information which will allow YOU to
reach valid conclusions. Much is
background to give credence to
the current happenings but you
have already received adequately
to make valid conclusions almost
to the very date of expected occurrences.
The facts, as we will first point out,
were published all the way back in
SPACE-GATE, THE VEIL REMOVED. We shall simply quote
a few passages and then we will
have a footing upon which to base
the remainder of the discussion of
current events.
Pages 76 - 80:
We will now talk about something referred to on your
planet as “System 2000”, which
is a Global Creditors Unilateral plan. This plan went into
effect somewhere about the

early 1970’s. At that time, a
pentagon official and several
other officials visited Nigeria.
They went to the Prime Minister and they paid him fifty million dollars ($50 million) to
raise the price of his oil to
more than double. Nigerian
oil is “light crude”, of quality
such as it is almost pure
enough to burn immediately,
without distillation, in automobiles. This type of oil sets
the price OP oil for the entire
world. The $50 million was
cash across the board with no
repayment
requirements,
if
Nigeria would double the
price of light crude.
We will refer to this as light
oil. There are only two locations in the world that have
this light oil and, of course, it
is the most valuable oil in your
world, therefore, it is the standard against which all other oil
in the world is measured. So,
whoever controlled the price
of the light oil at that time,
controlled the price of all of
the oil in the world.
At this point, let us bring the
Arabs into this scenario. This
will also bring in the Trilateral
Commission--that
also
includes Mr. Bush. It was now
time to bring pressure and
persuasion to OPEC.
What
most of you Americans do not
remember is that the United
States -of America
IS A
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MEMBER OF OPEC.
kept most low profile.

It is

At that time a “deal was cut”
with the Middle Eastern Oil
Producers and this is how it
went: All buyers were prepared to pay significantly
higher prices for the oil-PROVIDED--all
Middle
Eastern nations supported the
United States of America BY
INVESTING
THE
REVENUES INTO THE BIG
BANKS IN AMERICA
To make this picture clear,
you must remember that the
Arabs, who are wealthy sheiks
today, had been wandering
around on camel-back in a
very big desert. They were nomads and they were certainly
most unsophisticated in business affairs.
Years earlier,
when
the
international
bankers found out there was
oil in their countries, they
went forth and persuaded the
Arabs to allow them to produce the oil by financing the
oil fields, drilling, rigging--all
supplies, including expertise.
After the bankers financed the
oil fields,, they then charged
the Arabs usury fees for
building
the
oil
supply
systems--along with refineries.
The usury was quickly repaid
because the Arabs became
very rich, very quickly. (Way
back then, you were only

paying about 30 cents per
gallon
in
your
gasoline
stations.) Let us now take it
further, you go to Nigeria and
pay them to double the price
of light crude. Unbeknownst
to the Arabs, those ones who
had become wealthy overnight
and didn’t know zero about
business, much less international finance
(the camel
nomads); you call them together and say, “We will take
the price of crude just as high
as you want it to go -- IF -- you
will deposit an established
portion of the funds that you
get from THIS NEW PROFIT
RISE IN 30 YEAR TIME
CERTIFICATES
CERTAIN
MAJOR
Uf:
BANKS.”
Perhaps you ones can now understand the problems you
experienced
in your early
1970’s. Remember the gas
lines and the prices of oil skyrocketing? It was because the
international
bankers,
who
hold the purses of the world,
knew that the increase in the
price of oil that was going to
the Arabs would come rushing
right back to their bank in 30
year time certificates of deposit.
Turn now to the 30 year time
deposits and let us examine
the banker’s plans. Back in
the late 70’s and early 80’s
Sheik Ymani and his bunch
had no idea that there was a
connection
between
those
banks, or that they were the
same people that had the controlling interest of the major
oil companies.
Do you see
what has been woven here?
After all, how could the camel
riding nomads realize the international
bankers
were
“having them” hook, line and
up to the fishing pole? How
could they possibly know that
what was happening through
these oil companies was that

one. (20 to 1 was quite a while
ago, it is higher at present.)
All they were receiving was
the “interest” on the money
they had deposited. Worse for
them, in some of these countries it is unacceptable to receive interest for religious reasons, so they might wait thirty
years to get any money from
their certificates of deposit. In
other words, they did not
know that this fractional type
of banking could be done, but
through this, the bankers of
the world were able to gain
control of the money of the
Arab world, and in turn, the
Arab world only received back
part of the interest from the
money that they placed into
the International Banking System -- UNDER THESE 30
YEAR
TIME
DEPOSIT
CERTIFICATES.

the monies were being cycled
right back into the selected, no
exceptions, banking system?
They couldn’t and they didn’t!
Going a long ways back now:
in the 1870’s, the Rockefellers
set up something called a Joint
Stock Trust. Here, I will add,
this was just a brief period of
time before the American
Government
declared these
trusts illegal.
BUT, YOU
SEE, THESE ONES COULD
FUNCTION
FOREVER
UNDER WHAT YOU CALL
A
“GRANDFATHER”
CLAUSE. THAT, BROTHERS, IS THE ULTIMATE
CONTROLLING
FACTOR
IN AMERICA
OF THE
PRIME BANKS AND THE
FEDERAL
RESERVE
BOARD. That “trust” is in the
control of the Rockefeller
Foundation and, in turn, controls the Federal Reserve
Bank and is the method
whereby the internationalists
are able to gain control of the
currency of the U.S.A.
Does it begin to become reasonable that those New York
banks are showing all time
record earnings?
Yet, all
around the rest of your country of the U.S., banks and
Savings and Loans are going
broke and failing.
THAT,
FRIENDS,
MEANS YOU
ARE
BEING
MANIPULATED
RIGHT
ALONG
WITH THE ARABS AND
EQUALLY AS BLINDLY -WITH NO RECOURSE.
Let us come back now, and
speak of the deal which “was
cut” (your ones in power love
that term) with the Saudi Arabians and ones of the Middle
East.
These ones were required to put their money into
the prime banks; keep in mind
that they did not know that
the prime banks were able to
lend in amounts of twenty to
2
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Through the money gained
from the Arabs, through the
manipulation of the price of
oil, and taking the price of
gasoline from, let us say, 30
cents a gallon to $1.25 a gallon--there is a lot of money
being made. Now, with that
money returning into the international banks at 20 to 1, I
think you can see the staggering profits.
Let us face
facts, friends, that money
originally came from YOU.
Because
the bankers had
locked in the deposits, they
were then, in turn, able to
make loans to third world nations.
Think back fifteen or twenty
years ago when the International Bankers
started investing in Third World country
loans. Look very closely at the
countries
which are going
bankrupt (completely broke)
today. It was fully intended
that those countries go broke,
and I will explain that in a little bit.

You might wonder how I
know so much. Well, I have
the best computer system in
the universe, and all I have to
do is key it up and it is spread
out before me. My computers
rarely reflect errors; only
changes in “probabilities” and
perturbations in human action
and reactions.
I am sorry, friends, your
friendly bankers set it up
deliberately so that the Third
World countries would go
broke. You have to pay attention to history and look
back to the time when those
Third World countries were
beginning
to
gain
independence and setting up independent governments.
It
was at such times that these
bankers loaned the upstarts
great sums of money which actually had come to them
through the Arabs, basically.
The international bankers not
only wanted, but insured, that
these
borrowing
countries
would misuse the fundings. It
was fully intended that those
countries would go broke. It
was prearranged
that the
funds could be mismanaged
through greed and simply be
squandered.
You must remember that the leaders of
these countries had never governed anything or anybody.
They knew nothing
about
government.
They had been
colonies under the governorship of larger
countries.
(Mostly England
and the
association with England becomes
IMPORTANT,
indeed.)
The
international
bankers
knew that the leaders were
bound to squander the funds.
It was known they would have
no way to know what to do
with them (and they were massive), and so the cycle goes.
They were actually squander-

The RTC was structured long
years ago to step in and distance
the theft even farther from those
original banks.
The RTC now
comes forward and picks up ALL
the property of the insolvent
S&Ls which housed and mishandled all that nice Arab money and
who gets the property and the
money in the end? (Ah, some of
you said the U.S. government and
that is 30 lashes of the noodle to
you who did so.) OF COURSE,
THE BANKS--THE BANKER’S
CARTEL--FOR
REMEMBER,
THE
FEDERAL.
RESERVE
GETS MONEY 20 TO ONE
MINIMUM AND THEY ARE
THE FUNNEL SYSTEM TO
DRAIN
YOUR
COUNTRY
INTO THE WORLD
BANK
AND THE BANKER’S CARTEL.

ing money taken from you
through the Arabs through
high oil prices, etc ......
Let us remember constantly that
you only Declared independence
from England.
You have been
working diligently to have the
King’s system of jurisprudence,
justice, banking, government, etc.,
ever since the day of writing your
Constitution.
Why do you think the most supportive group to move militarily to
Saudi-Arabia were first the British
(who have the most investment in
the U.S. of all foreign nations), the
Canadians (who are British and
have the second largest investment in the U.S.), and the Australians (who are British and have
the third largest investment in the
U.S.)? You are owned completely
by the Bankers who set it up
through England.

HE WHO CONTROLS THE
OIL CONTROLS THE
WORLD

Now a bit of regression so that you
can look at that which is happening to your S&Ls. You see, it
was never intended
that the
money put in place by the Arabs
would ever reach the Arabs. The
banks who held all that imprisoned money set up “Holding companies” and made massive to
overwhelming
investments
in
guess what: Savings and Loans. It
was always intended and carefully
planned that both would become
insolvent. When the Arabs would
come for their money, it would be,
“Sorry, Mr. Arab, but the money
was diligently invested ‘for your
own good’ but something went
wrong and the companies failed
and the money is all gone!” Now
these nice Arab countries had also
put up all the natural resources as
anticipated--forever--as
collateral.
What does that mean? FORECLOSURE ON THE COLLATERAL, BECAUSE THE MONEY
NO LONGER
EXISTS FOR
THE PAYMENTS OF DEBTS
AND THE INVESTED MONEY
“HAS BEEN LOST’.
3
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Since gasoline engines and electricity it has been the man who
controls the oil supply who controls, in total, the world.
Why do you think the Japanese
have joined with Great Britain and
the U.S. in the fiasco with Iraq?
Of course--everything
they produce, which has made them the
wealthiest nation around, is run on
gasoline and electricity. Have you
tried to run a car without fuel or a
computer without power?
The
Japanese receive over 70% of
their fuel from the Middle East!!!
But there is more to the Japanese
problem. You see, they had access to all that lovely counterfeit
money and also had ability to easily launder “dirty” money so they
held great control of the situation.
You in the US. were at stand-off
because they also had been supporting almost all of your debt
burden and this year they had announced “no more”. Ah ha--“Not,
Mr. Japan, if we control ALL of
your oil resources!”

Now, precious ones, allow us to
count. The loans to the Arab nations took place in the 1950’s and
60’s and the original requirements
for the loans had always been the
same. It was only the upward adjustment in the “price” of oil
(remember the Nigerians above)
which changed.
Further we are
now talking about those original
30 year LOANS.
It is time to call the notes or foreclose on the collateral. You see,
the Arab world was told that there
would be zillions of dollars for
paying off the loans and still have
zillions of dollars left over from
the investments which would not
need be counted as “interest”. The
zillions and zillions have been lost
in maneuvers such as the S&Ls investments which shall in turn be
recovered by the RTC and cycle
back to the bankers who planned
the thing in the first place. Better
yet, they will gain almost all property in the bargain for you are in a
depression and just haven’t realized it. They will point it out to
you very shortly now.
If the
masses are unemployed, they cannot pay their bills and everything
goes back to the bank--remember
those nice little bank cards? Then
the little banks which aren’t already branches of the Big banks
will simply be absorbed into the
Mother octopus either through
purchase or, in most cases, simply
takeover
through
bankruptcy,
structured through the Banking
Commission sweetly referred to as
the Resolution Trust Corporation.
THIRD

WORLD

DEFAULTS

If you have read the Banker’s portion of the Journals you know already that there are enough Third
World Countries in default to
wipe out the world economy and
deliver everything over to the
Bankers--however, it now is time
to call the debts and foreclose on
the Arab world in order to pull
them down and gain total ownership and control of the Middle

Eastern Oil supply.
CURRENT MESS IN THE
MIDDLE EAST
The U.S. had a puppet government in the Kuwait government
and it was time to call the notes.
The
actual
“government”
of
Kuwait screamed to their brother
for help and Iraq responded.
Kuwait asked to be annexed in order to save themselves from certain takeover.
But that was not
the half of it.
What you don’t see is that troops
had to be moved into Saudi-Arabia in massive numbers and will
have to kept there indefinitely for
the Saudis are in the same
predicament as are all of the oil
producers in the Middle East,
having sold out their nations and
all resources to the clever bankers.
ISRAEL
Listen to what is said, most carefully. There is even media announcement as to the technical
distancing of Israel from the U.S.
in this maneuver so as not to appear in cahoots. Forget it, it is the
same tactic used every time.
While this distraction is going on
Israel will simply march over and
squash Palestine and spread out.
The other Arab nations have no
alternative other than to allow the
U.S. and the U.N. sanctioned
troops within their borders on
whatever excuse.
And worse,
these bastard war-mongers set up
housekeeping right in Mecca--the
heart of Arab world religious society. It can’t get more blatant, my
dear ones.
Only you in the U.S. do not realize
that Israel has an entire arsenal of
nuclear
bombs--INCLUDING
THE HYDROGEN BOMB--and
you just saw her flex her muscles
with a new rocket missile launcher
FINANCED BY THE U.S. This,
and lots of things ,such as this, in
*
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addition to the 3 billion dollars
cash annually with which they
purchase your notes and get interest in addition through the banking system--sanctioned
by your
Congress and you just pay and pay
and pay--at least 20 dollars to every one. Further, every leveraged
dollar is leveraged another twenty
times and so it goes into infinity.
There need not be “incidents”
coming forth for you are dealing
with the most deadly participants
in the world to date--THEY
ORCHESTRATE
CREATE,
AND PRECIPITATE
THE DESIRED INCIDENTS AND YOU,
THE WORLD, NEVER KNOW
OTHERWISE.
And this is that which they have
now sent your babies into, dear
All is orchestrated
citizens.
through the United Nations so
that your government can hide its
responsibilities--YOU
ALREADY HAVE ONE WORLD
GOVERNMENT
WHETHER
YOU LIKE OF IT OR DO NOT.
FURTHER, YOU AMERICANS
HAVE NO RECOURSE
FOR
YOU HAVE ALLOWED THE
“ASSUMPTION” OF A NEW
CONSTITUTION
FOR
NO
LAWS FUNCTION ACCORDING TO YOUR CONSTITU,
TION.
Now what about Saudi-Arabia?
You have to stay there ‘to insure
the Saudi’s can’t oppose you while
you rape them. And you thought
Iraq a criminal--sic, sic.
Then why doesn’t the Arab world
stand forth and admit that which
their own leaders did and disallow
this thing? Why don’t you defy
You won’t
your government?
even stop paying illegal and
unlawful indome taxes enforced by
an unratified
amendment
and
enforced by gun by a private
business firm called the IRS. The
Arab world is fighting for their
very existence and as they fall,
because of the oil which runs the

world, so falls the world if you
ones in America don’t take a
stand.
EMPTIED

THE BASES

Where have all your children soldiers gone? Speak to anyone near
any base, U.S.A. -- they are devoid
of people except for skeleton
crews.
The hardware is gone
anes,
tanks, vehicles, etc.).
(Pl
Well, that is for insurance for you
see, there are no underground facilities for security. Many were
moved immediately for stand-by
but most were simply moved for
protection in case some of the
bomb toting countries decide to
push those buttons. All of your
military bases are targeted.
Now, do you really believe Mr.
Bush went fishing? Oh strike you,
the man doesn’t go regularly to
Maine for vacation. This is only
the second time he has ever had
an extended vacation in the location--AND HE WASN’T THERE
THIS TIME.
THE LEADERS
WERE IN SECLUSION IN SECURITY
AND
THE
TOP
LEVEL
CONSPIRATORS
HAVE BEEN PERSONALLY
AND SAFELY ORCHESTRATING EVERY
MOVE
CONSTANTLY.
WHY DO YOU
THINK
THATCHER
REMAINED SO LONG IN YOUR
COUNTRY?--AND
YOU
DON’T KNOW WHERE SHE IS
AT PRESENT.
WHERE IS
KISSINGER,
CHENEY,
SKOWCROFI AND THE REST
OF THE CARTEL BUNCH?
DRINKING CHAMPAIGN AT
YOUR
EXPENSE,
MY
BELOVED
FRIENDS--THEY
ARE ABOUT TO PULL OFF
THE COUP OF THE WORLD
SINCE INCEPTION.
WHAT OF RUSSIA?
What of Russia? Yes, she could
blast you out of existence but what
would that gain at this point? The
Eastern Bloc countries are in ter-

rible shape and the economy is
blasted. She already has obtained
your supply of grain production
through agreements when your
friendly Mr. Gorbachev came for
his famous visit--right in Minnesota the deal was consummated.
REMEMBER

MR. REAGAN?

How many of you remember what
Mr. Reagan said about joining defenses with Russia against your
MEN?
joint
enemy--SPACE
Well, you have no enemies in
space--either one of you--until you
start a war which will undoubtedly
slop over into space. Then you
both have great handfuls of problems. One country cannot depend
on the other to keep the war
earthbound and the consequences
have already been outlayed if very
much goes forth out of your atmosphere. YOU OF THE WORLD
HAVE ALREADY
MET SATAN AND, NOW, YOU ARE
ABOUT
TO MEET
GOD’S
HOSTS! HEAD ON!
Again we will look at Israel’s plans
for you can see that
the
Palestineans are ready for suicide
missions and so are the Jordanians----THERE
WILL
BE A
CONFRONTATION
AND THE
LEADERS
WILL
LIE
TO
THEIR OWN PEOPLE AND
CLAIM
CHEMICAL
WARFARE, ETC. FUNNY THING-ISRAEL IS THE ONLY COUNTRY IN THE AREA WITH CAPABILITY OF SUCH.
YOU
THINK LYBIA AND IRAQ
HAVE THAT ADVANTAGE-FORGET IT, IRAQ DID NOT
CHEMICALLY BOMB THEIR
OWN PEOPLE OR IRANIANS-YOUR OWN ALLIES DID SO
AND
CAST
THE
BLAME
UPON THOSE ONES. ISRAEL
HAS
EVERY
CAPABILITY
THAT THE U.S. HAS, AND
MORE--THEY HAVE ALL OF
IT FREE--FROM YOU. THIS
IS WHY THE RECENT DUAL
PRONOUNCEMENT
OF
AMERICA.(ZIONISTS.
AGAIN,
5
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I SPEAK
“JEWS”.

OF ZIONISTS--NOT

SEQUENCE OF EVENTS TO
CAREFULLY CONSIDER
This incident was totally instigated
and pushed forth by the U.S. government on the closing days of
The invasion took
Congress.
place in the same 24 hours that
Congress was voting to reduce the
military spending and cut the
stealth program--look what happened, open budget! All was replaced in the budget without even
being asked, plus open ended expenses to move troops around at
whatever cost.
Next Congress goes for summer
This will leave only
vacation.
those needed for instant voting as
well as allowing the President to
make war by Presidential Executive Order because Congress is not
in session and on and on and on
until I feel embarrassed to mention these things to you.
TAXES
Let us take an aside now and conDon’t those in
sider taxation.
government know there is a tax
revolt and a depression underway?
Oh yes. Therefore they cannot
depend on you ones to keep up
your taxes at the level necessary
so--there will be massive taxes
placed on goods such as oil that
you cannot live without and you
will pay them--gratefully, just to
get the commodity. Also, as things
worsen the President can arbitrarily, by executive order, call for
Emergency Regulations which will
allow seizure of all banks and bank
accounts--and confiscation of gold.
You have to have an emergency
situation and lhusly, another need
for troops in foreign lands. YOU
AMERICANS ARE HOG TIED!
I HAVE
HARDLY
EVEN
STARTED ON THE SUBJECT.
OH, YOU DON’T BELIEVE IT?
LOOK AT GUYANA.
READ

ABOUT
YOUR
SHUTTLE
PROGRAM--WHEN
WE RELEASE THAT JOURNAL. OH,
DEAR ONES, DO NOT BE
FOOLISH AND REFUSE TO
BELIEVE IT ALL.
THIS IS
WHY THERE ARE SEVENTEEN JOURNALS
REVEALING THE TRUTH TO YOU SO
THAT YOU CAN ACCEPT IT
AND TAKE ACTION BEFORE
IT IS TOO LATE.
YOU ARE
NOT “JUST GOING TO ASCEND”. SO I SUGGEST YOU
NOT USE THAT AS A BETTER
PROSPECT.
A LOT
OF
THINGS
HAVE TO COME
FORTH,
AND
DOWN,
BEFORE YOU ARE GOING
TO REMOTELY EVEN THINK
ABOUT SUCH A THING AS A
“RAPTURE”.
HOW MANY
PEOPLE HAVE YOU EVER
SEEN RAPTURED
OR ASCENDED?
HOW
MANY
HAVE YOU SEEN PERISH IN
WARS? BETTER STAY WITH
THE “ODDS” AND GET YOUR
WORK DONE
AND SAVE
YOUR ASSETS.
A couple of speculators
have
asked if Hussein of Iraq is the
Anti-Christ?
At this point, you
should be so lucky! That man is
simply trying to save his world and
brothers from the known devastation and disastrous death of the
Arab world.
REMEMBER: YOU DO NOT
GET THE NEWS; YOU GET
EXACTLY BY SOUND AND
PICTURE
THAT WHICH IS
DESIRED THAT YOU SEE!
THEY HAVE FOOLED YOU
MASSES
HUNDREDS
OF
TIMES BEFORE
AND YOU
FALL FOR IT AGAIN--AND
UP MR. BUSH’S POPULARITY
RATING
IN THE
DEAL-WHILE HE SITS IN A LUXURIOUS SECURITY SHELTER
AGAINST
ANY
POSSIBLE
FLUKE UNTIL THE FIRST
LAUNCH WAS SET UP AND
THE SURVEILLANCE COULD
CALL THE PROBABILITIES

AND SOMETHING COULD BE
WORKED OUT WITH RUSSIA
AND RED CHINA
NOW, HE
WILL GO BACK TO WASHINGTON FOR THE WEEKEND TO SHOW YOU HOW
HARD HE IS TRYING ON THE
“BUDGET’. IF YOU BELIEVE
THAT THEN YOU WILL ABSOLUTELY
BELIEVE
ANyTHING!
IS THERE NO WAY TO MAKE
YOU ONES SEE HOW IMPORTANT
THE
PHOENIX
JOURNALS
ARE TO YOUR
VERY EXISTENCE? SO BE IT
FOR AS WE PRESENT THE
TRUTH AND SUGGEST THE
ALTERNATIVE
PLANS AND
INSTRUCTIONS--HE
WHO
REFUSES TO HEAR SHALL
NOT BE FORCED.
ALL WE
CAN DO IS PRESENT
IT
UNTO YOU.
MAY GOD
HAVE MERCY AND GRACE
WHILE YOU OPEN YOUR
HEARTS
AND
EYES
TO
THINE TRUTH AND THINE
ENEMY COME TO ENSLAVE
YOU.

g/14/90 HATONN
QUESTIONS
How is the situation in Iraq related to Biblical Prophecies/ AntiChrist, etc.?
Saddam Hussein is NOT a madman! He is a leader efforting to
hold some remnant of the Arab
nations alive. He did not send
chemical weapons against anyone-you are continually lied to.
The Israeli Zionists are using this
as a precipitated opportunity to
have uprising in Palestine and surrounding territories to cause incidents which shall* be defended to
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There are some major questions
which will demand answers when
your Congress reconvenes
on
September 5. For the ones in
Congress who are forced to see
that which has happened will,
hopefully, nail a few diplomats to
the wall. You see, even with the
lies, there was already knowledge
of the Iraq/Kuwait situation and
some answers shall be demanded-they will not, however, be answered.
It is anticipated that some of your
representatives
will speak out.
The chorus of praise for George
Bush’s diplomacy during the Iraqi
crisis will abruptly end when
Congress’ recess is ended. Keep
uppermost in mind that all was
staged to have the invasion
precipitated while Congress was
on recess.

Dharma, there is not time to finish
this prior to other obligations and
I have you working for over six
hours and we must have a break.
Let us finish at a later sitting.

6

the annihilation
of those surrounding countries and it will not
only be sanctioned by the U.S. but,
in fact, aided directly.
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The House Foreign Affairs Committee, which called for sanctions
against Iraq in 1988 and repeated
the plea late last month, plans
hearings to find out why the White
House was, “so slow” to recognize
the threat from Baghdad--if indeed there ever was any such
threat from Baghdad.
You see,
until the invasion, the administration had sought every way’possible
to appease Saddam Hussein and,
therefore, sent him all the incorrect signals to force action according to prearranged schedules
where your country would be least
able to act according to the Congressional laws. Well, don’t expect
great truth to emerge for the
group is only furious that the action was delayed--they are tickled
pink to have the change take
place, they just consider it two
years “slow”.
Let us not be too concerned about
this incident as related to Biblical
prophesy for it would take a Jour-

nal to relate the two. For the present, deal with the present so you
are not distracted.
REMEMBER SCOWCROFT?
THE “CHINA” INCIDENT?
Interestingly
enough,
Mr.
Scowcroft had dropped out of the
limelight to allow cooling of feelings. After months of deferring to
Secretary of State James Baker,
National Security Adviser Brent
Scowcroft, (who, by the way, has
attended EVERY secret meeting)
has re-emerged during the Gulf
crisis as the front-line player.
With Baker out of the country
(intentionally), Scowcroft, a retired Air Force lieutenant general
and high ranking member of all
the secret societies, stepped into
the forefront, drawing on his socalled “military experience”.
There is a “new” rapport between
the President and his national-security adviser, previously seemingly pigeonholed as a foreign-policy philosopher who, unlike his
mentor, HENRY RTISSINGER, preferred to work secretly and in the
background.
Forget it, chelas,
Henry Kissinger has a double existence--one is in total limelight but
actions are totally in secret activities and all-powerful.
Funny
thing--Mr. President hasn’t even
been summoning these ones into
the oval office--he has been going
to their private offices for conferences.
But while there is a fast-burn in
Saudi-Arabia a funny thing is going on. “Carlos”, the world’s most
wanted terrorist, has gone to
Damascus.
Now, dear ones,
THAT is Syria (and I have been
flooded with queries about Syria).
This man was trained by the
Mossad and entered Syria with
Syrian blessings. He is in a heavily
guarded apartment
building in
western Damascus owned by the
Syrian secret service. Other tenants include Ahmed Jibril, the
leader of the group responsible for

downing Pan Am 103. I suggest,
in view of that which I have told
you about Syria in the Journals, as
relative to the above original question--pay close attention.
Another question is: What are the
tie-ins
of
Bolsheviks/Zionists/
Russia?
The Global 2000 Plan is a concerted effort--not an individual
operation--even though it appears
in separation (for appearances).
The important fact to remember is
that the planners have already
“assumed” United Nations control
as supported by the “One World
Government” which, by law of the
U.N. charter, a Russian will head
the military force of the combined
U.N. Now isn’t it just cozy the way
it is coming true?
BETTER YOU LOOK AT
HOME BASE--WASHINGTON
Mr. Bush is now going to interrupt
his vacation inMaine (where he
was not, at any rate) and go into
Washington on the week-end to
do some important “work on the
budget”. With Congress in recess?
On a week-end? I suggest you all
hold your breath, dear ones. You
see, while Bush takes charge of
the military situation to suit the
Cartel, he and Congress will blow
it up for you dear citizens on the
home front.
AMERICAN INTERESTS
MIDDLE EAST?

IN

If Canada asked you to help protect her from being taken over by
the Russians and then asked for
annexation, what would America
do? Now, further, suppose the
Japanese
and Chinese moved
troops along all your borders and
blockaded your ports and stopped
all shipping because you came to
the aid of your neighbor--what
would America do?
Well, the Japanese would just be
there to “protect their interests in
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the U.S. and Canada!”
Do you as Americans have interests in the Sovereign States of the
Middle East? Why do you think
so? Oh I see, OIL! What makes
it YOUR oil? NO, AMERICA
DOES NOT OWN THOSE OIL
FIELDS--THEY ARE OWNED
BY THE WORLD BANKERS
AT YOUR EXPENSE!!
YOU
ALLOWED
THE
BIGGEST
BANKER CARTEL IN THE
WORLD TO STEAL THE RESOURCES OF THOSE COUNTRIES AND NOW CLAIM IT IS
“YOUR AMERICAN
INTERESTS WHICH MUST BE DEFENDED! ”
Further, you have independent oil
producers in America that are going bankrupt because of lack of
allowed oil production in the U.S.
fields. The U.S. has a stored glut
of oil which they keep from you.
Furthermore, EVERY BARREL
OF IMPORTED
OIL BRINGS
THE MAJOR OIL COMPANY
A MINIMUM OF $1.75 PER
BARREL AS SUBSIDY FROM
YOU
THE
PEOPLE--FREE
AND ACROSS THE BOARD
WITH
NO
QUESTIONS
ASKED--TAX-FREE!
PROTECT
AMERICAN
INTERESTS?
YOU HAVE NO
INTEREST OR RIGHT TO SET
FOOT IN THE MIDDLE EAST,
MUCH LESS, GO TO’ WAR!
Imported
oil into the U.S.
amounts to over 50 percent consumption.
Why should you use
yours if the companies are paid to
not use yours?
YOU HAVE
BEEN SET UP AGAIN--YOU
HAVE NO RECOURSE
TO
THEIR
GAMES FOR YOU
WILL BUY THE GASOLINE
AND ELECTRICITY
AT ANY
COST TO YOU.
The central “private” bank, the
Federal Reserve, will now’ease up
the money-supply (to the elite) by
printing more notes (money) at
your expense and deficit to aid the

RTC/S&L debacle into worse
massive)
takeover
of
( more
American properties
and businesses. Oh, dear ones, they have
you right between the rock and
the hard place and you not only
walked in willingly--you up the
popularity ratings of the ones who
have done it deliberately unto you.
The traitors and treasonists have
taken your country while you
dreamed of lwruries and diet miracles. Well, you will get your ultimate diet pretty soon if you don’t
take action; it is called the “NoFood” diet plan.
Don’t you also find the situation
and “legal” handling of Marion
Barry, Jr. interesting? If you ones
aren’t beginning to smell the dead
fish, I pity you as a nation. Millions of you nice Americans are
about to have your homes and
businesses stolen from you by the
RTC and you smile on. This is the
point of Dharma’s “fast”--to cause
attention to the conspiracy and
there is no interest to speak of.
What, after all, is one grandmother’s plight. 7 Well, it won’t be
one grandmother’s plight--it will
be the plight of every American
before “they” are finished with
you.
However, as the word
spreads regarding her stand, multitudes are coming forth who have
had the same thing happen to
them with their property--simply
stolen in a most criminal and blatant manner but didn’t know they
had recourse.
It remains to be
seen if there will be recourse.
This one shall go down most
loudly indeed, however.
If you
have been, or know of any one
who has been damaged through
this mess, please come forward
and report it. In towns such as
Austin, Texas and other towns almost wiped out by the “oil” declaration of war against Texas to
maintain the imported oil and
break the independent oil producers--there is massive depression in
the market. Houses are most often simply “walked away from” for
there is no market for buyers.
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Look around you--you are in serious troubles.
Blessings be unto you precious
lambs of the lie. May you awaken
in time! Salu, in the service and in
reverence unto God our Creator.
Hatonn.
*******
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